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Editorial: Private is profit and
the public is dead?

S

ome say we live in ‘post-political’ times
(Swyngedouw 2009), that the demise
of political choice has resulted in a
technocratic dictatorship which tightly circumscribes social possibilities (Žižek 2011).
This technocratic dystopia is defined by
the neoliberal hegemony, where private
interests dominate politics and exclude all
forms of collectivism (Peck 2012). The idea
of the public—public interest, public
space, public good—can, under this postpolitical lens, therefore seem anachronistic.
Where publicness still survives, in health
care, parks or intellectual property, it is
simply waiting for its turn to be drown by
the unstoppable tide of privatization
(Crabtree 2017).
While any such ‘post-political’ diagnosis
certainly pushes the idea of an ascendant privatism crushing all the remnants of prior
socializations too far, the line of thought provides a useful heuristic. And perhaps not in the
most obvious way. We are now all too familiar
with the idea of public interests and public
property being under persistent neoliberal
attack (Raco 2012). However, we often overlook how we conceptualize ‘private’ within
the critical frameworks used to understand
this neoliberal onslaught. All too often we
encounter the concept of ‘private’ subsumed
within a narration of neoliberal hegemony.
After all, privatization became a hallmark of
Thatcherite neoliberal state reform (Marsh
1991) and scholarly definitions of neoliberalism often describe it as a process of private
interests trumping public interests:
‘Neoliberalism is the defining political
economic paradigm of our time—it refers to

the policies and processes whereby a relative
handful of private interests are permitted to
control as much as possible of social life in
order to maximize their personal profit.’
(McChesney 1999)

If we accept Lefebvre’s (2003) theoretical
wager that capitalist industrialization has
become urbanization, and that this urbanization is indeed a planetary phenomenon
(Brenner and Schmid 2015), then we can
quite easily conclude that social life is now
organized at the global scale for the benefit
of private interests (see Catterall [2016] on
‘planetary urbanization’). Appeals to collective interests are then, almost by definition,
always going to be counterposed with
private interests.
This position has become stock-in-trade
for right-wing thinkers. von Mises (2010)
himself wrote of the ‘fallacy of collectivism’
and that any preference of the collective
over the individual necessarily involves
authoritarianism:
‘Then one cannot evade the question whose
ends take precedence whenever an
antagonism arises, those of the state or society
or those of the individual. The answer to this
question is already implied in the very
concept of state or society as conceived by
collectivism and universalism. If one
postulates the existence of an entity which ex
definitione [sic] is higher, nobler, and better
than the individuals, then there cannot be any
doubt that the aims of this eminent being
must tower above those of the wretched
individuals . . .’ (151)

This characterization of private/public and
individual/collective distinctions has served
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as an effective discursive strategy for neoliberal reformers on both sides of the Atlantic.
The conceptualization of the individual/
subject also aligns with those embedded
within neoclassical economic models
(Rogers 1982), the subject being that whose
freedoms must be protected against the
authoritarian impulses of state and socialists
alike. Anything but small-scale voluntarist
collectivism can therefore be rejected based
on infringements to individual liberty and
the always-creeping authoritarian tendency
of the state (Hayek 2007).
The world around us bears witness to the
effectiveness of this strategy. But this type
of framework also impacts the work of critical scholars and activists. Using the conceptualizations of private and public that are
deployed by the likes of von Mises can
serve to obscure some of the distinctions
that enable us to understand what it means
to be a citizen in today’s global urban
society (see Pérez 2017). We should not
accept the grammar of the question put to
us by the peddlers of neoliberal doctrine.
Today when we are presented with a choice
of private over public interests, too often a
deeply problematic distinction is unwittingly
accepted. Rewind two centuries and we can
begin to see the problem more clearly.
Benjamin Constant’s famous 1816 essay
‘The Liberty of the Ancients compared with
the Liberty of the Moderns’ is particularly
instructive. Constant, a Swiss liberal who
looked to industrializing Britain rather than
Ancient Rome for political models, separated
liberty into classic republican and modern
liberal types. Modern liberal rights come
from Roman roots and are derivations of a
rights-based approach to citizenship that
made possible the governing of conquered
peoples. Protecting the private interests of
citizens from public authority (i.e. Roman
power) became the core concern. The Athenian roots of democracy stand in contrast,
since civic self-rule was about the citizenbased rule of the collective. As Constant
argued, Athenian liberty is dominated by
the public interest: ‘But while the ancients
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called this liberty, they saw no inconsistency
between this collective freedom and the complete subjection of the individual to the authority of the group’ (np). Constant was clear in
his appreciation of modern liberalism’s protection against collective impositions. But he
also warned of what we might call today its
inherent ‘post-political’ dangers (see Rancière
2004):
‘The danger for modern liberty is that we,
absorbed in the enjoyment of our private
independence and the pursuit of our
particular interests, might surrender too easily
our right to share in political power. The
holders of authority encourage us to do just
that. They are so ready to spare us every sort
of trouble except the trouble of obeying and
paying! [. . .] No, we must not leave it to
them.’ (np)

Constant emphasizes the importance of political participation. Enjoying modern liberties, that is having private interests that are
protected from authority, necessitates a
vibrant public life. The two are, as it were,
dialectically related. What guards against
authoritarianism is not a fetishistic elevation
of private interests. Rather we require a
vibrant and accessible public sphere. In Constant’s careful formulation, the contrasting of
private versus public interests is to be
rejected, since the eclipse of either promises
authoritarianism of one form or another.
We can find echoes of Constant’s thinking
in contemporary critical theory. For Jacques
Rancière (2004), today’s western democracies
have become dominated by technocrats, what
he describes as rule by necessity through an
order of experts. Democratic societies are
impoverished by them being denied the
vibrant public sphere required to enact politics. In Rancière’s (2009) attempt to retrain
our attention onto what is required in properly democratic politics, he urges us to
think about citizenship in the republican tradition. The pivotal idea here is that equality—
the political logic of democracy—must continually act on the social order. The identification of inequality (i.e. anti-democratic
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social ordering) must be accompanied by the
staging of a political conflict:
‘Either equality has no effect on the social
order or it has an effect in the specific form of
wrong. The empty “freedom” that makes the
poor of Athens the political subject, demos, is
nothing more than the meeting of these two
logics. It is nothing more than the wrong that
institutes the community as a community
based on conflict. Politics in the practice
whereby the logic of the characteristic of
equality takes the form of the processing of a
wrong, in which politics becomes the
argument of a basic wrong that ties in with
some established dispute in the distribution of
jobs, roles and places.’ (2004, 35)

In this conceptualization of democracy subjects are passively and actively engaged in
public life. Democratic demands are political
claims that are listened to. Democracy therefore requires an always latent commitment to
equality, and citizens are expected to enact
politics when inequality is made visible by
political claims. This is a demanding theory
of citizenship. Within a context defined by,
and constructed within, political liberalism,
Rancière requires citizens to present political
claims where they find themselves ‘non-citizens’ (i.e. unequal) and, consequently,
demands the existing citizenry be willing
and able to engage with those types of
claims. Democracy, at least for Rancière,
involves an injunction to be engaged with,
and collectively responsible for, the public
interest.
What then of the distinction between private
interests and public interests—between individualism and collectivism—that has underpinned many of the political conflicts that
define the neoliberal era? Two points are
worth raising. First, the same modern liberal
ideas that are used by neoliberals to defend
the individual against the perceived totalitarian
creep of the state are founded on a recognition
that, as Constant saw it, private interests can
only be meaningful when public life is democratically vibrant. Liberty, when conceptualized by enlightenment thinkers like Constant,

is not simply a matter of maximizing private
interests and minimizing collectivity. Second,
and related, to have a democratic society we
must be able to identify our collective obligations to democracy (i.e. our role and responsibilities as citizens) and have a space to enact
them. The fate of private and public spaces in
our cities is therefore intertwined; meaningful
privatism necessitates a democratic public.
The papers in this issue of CITY provide
insightful contemporary explorations of these
themes, first in terms how gentrification
plays out in Beirut and second with regards
to public space and public life in the city.

Privatization, power and the gentrification
of Beirut
The term ‘gentrification’ has become ubiquitous. Once a term used to describe the renovation of modest mews houses in London
(Glass 1964), it is now vernacular used to
describe any number of cultural transformations with apparent class dimensions. Ironically, within urban studies an extended
application of gentrification theory has been
actively resisted. In this journal, Ghertner
(2015) argued that gentrification theory fails
in much of the world, its conceptual basis
being firmly planted in a particular regulatory
and political context. While Ghertner’s position is has been criticized (López-Morales
2015), his arguments are part of a wider
move to make gentrification theory compatible with postcolonial scholarship (Lees, Shin,
and López-Morales 2016).
This issue’s special feature examines
Beirut’s recent redevelopment and asks
what parts of gentrification theory we might
be able to use in this distinctive urban
setting. For Ashkar, the distinction that
Ghertner (2015) introduces is dispensed
with, the argument being that we must look
beyond a Global North/Global South distinction to see the fundamental political and
economic processes that generate a rent gap.
Fawaz et al. and Marot argue this does not
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mean overlooking the regulatory and legal
structures within which the political and
economic processes of the rent gap operate.
Rather they claim we must seek to understand the ways in which regulatory and
legal structures condition rent gap formation,
seeing them as actively conditioning conjunctural (see Peck 2017) land and property
market processes.
This nuanced analysis of conjunctural
urban processes is a critical contribution
made collectively by the four papers on
Beirut’s gentrification. The papers show the
ways regulatory and legal structures shape
the city’s gentrification. Furthermore, by
exploring how gentrification in Beirut
emerges from a particular context, the
papers offer an important commentary on
the Lebanese state’s role in fostering the
relationship between private and public
domains and how actually-existing practices
involve little meaningful commitment to
democratic politics.
Across all four papers, the close relationship between real estate developers and investors and the city’s political elite is central. The
state, controlled by the political elite, has
been drawn into a relationship that facilitates
the interests of capital seeking to profit from
the exploitation of Beirut’s rent gaps. This
facilitation is multi-faceted. Ashkar describes
how Lebanese law has been used to enable
appropriation,
dispossession
and
the
removal of counter-claims. Famaz et al.
follow a similar line of inquiry, showing
how systems of property exchange create
the conditions for forcible acquisition and
the removal of tenant organizations. For
Khechen, these manipulations of state
power are indicative of deeper social inequalities, gentrification demonstrating the concentrations of power that have long shaped
Lebanon and Beirut. The collection of
papers therefore urge us to read Beirut’s gentrification as a reflection of embedded, historically-located economic and political
processes. In this framing, gentrification is
an outcome of state power being used and
manipulated for a specific set of private
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interests. The commodification of housing
in Beirut is then not only problematic
because it displaces and evicts poor and
working-class communities. We must also
extend our critique to encompass an appreciation of how commodification serves, in a
completely unambiguous way, undemocratic
ends. Public and private interests are not
organized to facilitate a democratic social
order.
One might then be tempted to understand
Beirut’s gentrification as being caused, at least
in part, by a ‘weak state’ that is unable to
control the city’s capitalist interests. Yet the
papers’ other common theme, the lack of
mechanisms to enable representation and
contestation, provides pause for thought.
Marot describes a core contradiction in
Beirut’s political structure. The Lebanese
state has been unable to provide citizens
with basic social services, yet it has successfully directed vast amounts of foreign investment into Beirut’s property markets. Despite
Beirut’s turbulent past and regional volatilities, the promised returns from real estate
investment in Lebanon have attracted huge
capital inflows. Old, low-rise buildings have
been ripped down and replaced with hastily
constructed high-rise condos. Where residents have contested this disruptive gentrification, the state has conditioned legal and
political processes to limit resident protest
movements. The papers describe Beirut’s
gentrification as necessitating a coordinated
process of disenfranchisement, where displaced and excluded residents are actively
engineered out of the city’s political
process. We again find a state forcibly
pushing citizens out of the institutions
intended to facilitate democratic public life.
We can certainly describe this as yet more
privatization of the public realm; a locallyconditioned
neoliberal
transformation
where the reconstruction of the urban
process provides a foundation for accumulation. Yet something else might need to be
said. In particular, and reflecting on Constant
and Rancière’s thoughts, we might argue that
the trend toward an elevated private and
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diminished public is not key here. Rather,
any pretense to the fine balance between
public and private interests that democracy
entails has been dropped. We are therefore
dealing with coercive power, not politics.

Public space/public life
Kevin Robins’ paper on Gezi Park and
democracy provides further insight into
these necessary distinctions. Robins places
the public protest aimed against Gezi Park’s
redevelopment in the context of a broader
realization that Turkey’s government had
become increasingly authoritarian. The Gezi
Park protests are therefore read as being a
product of the intersection of real estate
investment, state power and the assertion of
democratic desires. Robins explains how
democratic desires necessitated that Gezi
function, using Arendt’s words, as a space
of plurality. The response of an authoritarian
state was predictably ruthless. Protests, and
the space of protest, was shut down, the situation demanding, as Robins’ describes it, that
civil principles be totally abandoned.
The Gezi Park protests are therefore to be
read within the context of declining democracy in Turkey, and the related loss of the
ideological and political principles that are
necessary to sustain it. A properly democratic
culture, Robins argues, requires an embrace
of transformation. Echoing Rancière (2004),
Robins identifies democracy with societies
that can change themselves. Democratic
societies are those that can identify and
rectify apparent social ills. For Robins, two
facets of Turkey’s democratic society therefore became extinguished in Gezi Park.
First, democracies require spaces where political demands can be made: a public sphere.
For Benjamin Constant, this might have
been a place where public life can be
engaged in. For Rancière (2004), it is a space
where political demands are made and, crucially, heard. This act of hearing relates to
Robins’ second point, that democratic
societies require virtue. Drawing on

Machiavelli, Robins argues that democracy
mirrors artistic practices, in that they both
require imagination. Democracy is always
emergent and, consequently, the enabling of
both private and public spheres is continually
weighed and explored.
In the issue’s remaining paper, Anguelovski
et al. bring together a collection of studies on
urban green space to the concern with public
life and public space. They argue that although
green spaces are often justified by appeals to
public life and the associated social benefits,
most often they serve profit-maximizing redevelopment interests. Green and sustainability
agendas are found to be commonly used to
support the channeling of redevelopment
funds into processes that deepen the urban
social inequalities that have come to define
social change over the past 40 years. Although
environmental justice agendas might appear to
promise a democratic windfall in terms of
more green public spaces, the opposite
appears true. Under pressure to ensure redevelopment profits are realized, the suppression of democratic activities in public spaces
becomes a priority for many city
governments.
Robins and Anguelovski et al. therefore
both identify the centrality of public space
to public life. Both papers argue that the
realization of democracy seems impossible
without a vibrant public sphere where politics can play out. Just as in Beirut, the nexus
of state and private capital has served to
stem democratic politics in order that profit
can be maximized.

Democratic conclusions
As the pages of this journal frequently and
often emphatically demonstrate, the idea of
democracy is far from extinguished. Indeed,
the tortured lengths with which authoritarian
regimes go to so that they can play out the
pretense of democratic governance is testament to the idea’s enduring appeal. Should
the project of enacting democracy therefore
be one of simply pushing for the
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reinvigoration of public life/space? In some
sense, yes. Years of privatization and technocratic governance have diminished the importance and meaning of public life. In contrast
to Constant’s (1816) claim that we might be
enjoying private pursuits too much, what
we have witnessed is a systematic elevation
of the importance of private interests. For
most, this has been far from enjoyable. And
yet, I think Constant was right about the
importance of private and public life to
democracy. Much of this issue’s discussion
about gentrification in Beirut highlights not
only the protection of private life and property, but the extension of state power to
diminish the ability of the poor and
working classes to hold and maintain these
things. Not only does the protection of the
poor and working classes require a properly
democratic public sphere, it also requires a
private sphere that is compatible with democracy. In other words, achieving democracy, at
least in its modern incarnation, requires us to
work on that most necessary democratic
project of striking a delicate balance of
private and public.
What the papers in this issue demonstrate is
how difficult it has become to keep in mind
this democratic relationship under increasingly
authoritarian conditions. Both the private and
public spheres required for democratic practices have been diminished by dangerously
authoritarian conflagrations of state and
capital. This cannot be purely described as the
primacy of the private over public. Instead we
might look to Beirut, Gezi Park or innumerable urban green spaces as examples of urban
places that are increasingly devoid of the
private/public distinction most relevant to
critical democratic thought. In these scenarios,
we might need basic conceptual approaches
that enable us to identify abuses of power and
the associated delegitimate use of democratic
state institutions.
Machiavelli famously wrote that ‘Since
there cannot be good laws without good
arms, I will not consider laws but speak of
arms’ (Machiavelli 1965, 47). Coercion precedes the law, and so politics pivot around
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the establishment of power over others.
Democracy represents our best attempt at
transcending Machiavelli’s world of subjectification. Democracy is a social order founded
on legitimate moral principles (see Rancière
2004). The papers in this issue of CITY
demonstrate how contemporary forms of
urban transformation move us further and
further from the realization of a democratic
city. Whether it is gentrification being
driven by the manipulation of democratic
institutions, urban green space being cynically used for profit maximization, or protesters being forced out of a culturally symbolic
public space, each of these state actions relies
on the illegitimate use of power. We may
have to go back to the 1800s before we
move forward again.
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